UCi2i FlexPort

Virtual Meeting Rooms for video conferencing
Our goal is simple - to offer an all-in-one, affordable and fully supported video conferencing service for every type
of organisation, connecting users face to face, wherever they are.
UCi2i Virtual Meeting Rooms (VMRs) bring the simplicity of consumer video calling, to the world of business-quality
video conferencing. UCi2i offers unlimited usage at an affordable monthly cost - as easy to use, and as simple to
buy, as your fixed mobile phone tariff. Our service is a secure, supported, high definition and on-demand multi-party
video experience for use inside and outside of your organisation.

How FlexPort works
Unlimited usage Multiparty Calling
1st, 2nd & 3rd line global
video support
Geo video routing for
optimal call quality
Call encryption with PIN
for chair & participant
Connects any standards
based system
Content and desktop
sharing*
Real-time Activity
Reporting App

UCi2i FlexPort service plan is the simplest way to add Virtual Meeting Rooms
to your business video estate. And as the name suggests, it is incredibly
flexible to your ever-changing communication requirements.
When you buy a single FlexPort - you’re buying a seat in a Virtual Meeting
Room and you’re also getting an address to call. You decide how many
seats you need as a business in total, and how many seats are allocated to
each address. It’s really that simple.

Call Bursting
You can’t always be certain of just how many people will show up for a
virtual meeting, just like real life. We understand that you’re not always
going to be certain of how many seats you’ll need, so that’s why we allow
bursting. If you have an extra few people in the meeting room, we can allow
that to continue and charge you a little extra at the end of the month.

V-Control
Included is V-Control, which is a browser based, Virtual Meeting Room
management tool. It empowers users with the ability to manage
multiple VMRs. At the same time, it grants multiple users the ability to
easily use one VMR.

*If your endpoint supports H.239.
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UCi2i is a global Video Managed Services Provider,
headquartered in London and Hong Kong.
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Saving you both money and time, our services
eliminate your need for infrastructure and
specialist skill sets by providing an all-in-one
affordable and fully supported video conferencing
service.

